Introduction
The classic variational approach of interpolation proposed by Duchon 4, 5] , and further discussed by Meinguet 13] Duchon's approach, they begin with a continuous CPD function h and construct a semi-Hilbert space C h based on h. Then where C is a constant, depending on f, but independent of . As is shown 
Moreover, h is strictly r-CPD m .
Proof
That equations (8) 
where we have used the formula b L( ) = (L; e i ). Thus h is strictly r-CPD m .
According to Lemma 1, the Gaussian kernel e ?jxj 2 is strictly r-CPD m for m 0 and r < 1 ; the thin plate splines as given in (4) 
and the space
The mapping T is one to one because h is strictly r-CPD m . Endow D h with the inner product using (12) . Hence, in mind of (9), (10) and (11), we obtain 3 Pointwise Convergence Rates
Throughout this Section, C will be an intrinsic constant which will not necessarily be the same at each occurrence. 
for any x 2 , as jyj = j(x ? t)= j = = R. which, in mind of (21), gives us the required result.
